Empowered workforce
Share best practices & know-how
Take teams efficiency to the next level

Acquire knowledge & experience
Train users with eLearning, training simulators or Virtual Reality to minimize risk and improve efficiency

Be guided in complex operations
Guide users on complex tasks realization using Augmented Reality

Provide mobility to workers
Bring remote and cybersafe decision support solutions to improve workforce productivity

Share best practices & know-how
Break silos between your organization by allowing knowledge sharing and collaboration

Plan best teams to meet demand
Manage your staff in an efficient way, taking into account their qualifications and constraints

Optimized training costs

Improved operator safety & polyvalence

Secure remote access

18% increase in worker productivity

70% time saving on schedule’s development
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Share best practices & know-how
Break silos between your organization by allowing knowledge sharing and collaboration

Accelerate skills development
- Engage workforces utilizing the cloud as a more effective approach to learn by creating a team-building training environment. Reduce the time it takes to get frontline workers up to speed on basic skills needed to run complex operations.

Ensure knowledge sharing
- Create a digital knowledge repository that standardizes and stores best practices and detailed process knowledge before experienced workforces retire.
- Empower workers with the finger-tip-away assistance and digital resources they need to do their jobs effectively and increase overall productivity.

Increase collaboration
- Leverage digital tools to apply continuous improvement through a social media like activity feed for workers.
- Collaborate with a committed, diverse and dynamic community of peers and experts to get your problems solved by empowered digital collaboration.
Teamwork

Bringing knowledge sharing and collaboration to the connected worker

The solution

AVEVA Teamwork is a cloud-based performance support application designed to empower workers with the knowledge and digital resources they need to do their jobs effectively and increase plant productivity. It enables industrial organizations to implement skills development, knowledge sharing, and collaboration management across their enterprise from the cloud.

Communication

Connect with workers across shifts and facilities to solve problems. Share insights in a logbook and continuously grow the archive of knowledge.

Skills Management

Deliver and track training for new hires, upskilling and certifications with a review pane to view pending and completed training.

Digital Knowledge

Scan QR codes to quickly access a standardized library of instructions, videos and troubleshooting content.

Issues Management

Capture, track and resolve problems through call for help escalation and collaboration with subject matter experts.

Learn more
Teamwork

Bringing knowledge sharing and collaboration to the connected worker

Connect Your Entire Workforce

MANAGEMENT
Real-time visibility into plant floor and EHS operations

CORPORATE
Establish global standards and measure compliance

WORKERS
• Instant access to instructions at workstations
• Solve problems and capture best practices in the flow of daily work

Business value

• Operational excellence: 4% OEE improvement
• Quality: 50% reduction in non-quality rates
• Productivity: 18% increase in worker productivity
• Improved safety: 60% Decrease in Accidents
• 9% Waste reduction

Watch the demo
Schneider Electric Exchange

Join the digital ecosystem that connects F&B professionals to service & technology providers

The solution

Exchange is an open business platform that brings together marketplace (sell/buy services & products), community (solve challenges), and developer’s corner (develop innovative solutions).

Leverage the Solution Matchmaking by defining your problem statement to find relevant service providers.

Participate in F&B community on solution-focused discussions

Contact vendors or purchase online.

380+ digital offers
50% from 3rd party Technology Partners

400+ Service providers, including SI, OEM

20+ public and private communities, 40K active members
Customer Challenge
A large client in sugar industry approached Interlinx (Certified Alliance SI from Malaysia) to develop Hybrid DCS libraries for projects in the sugar industry.

The Solution
Exchange contextualized search helped Interlinx discover a specialized library for Hybrid DCS. This library is published by Master Alliance SI, Supertech (India), which monetized its IP on Exchange.

Customer & Partner Benefits
• Finding reliable products from certified partners
• Two companies which are sort of competitors are collaborating with each other to create value

Results
Interlinx purchased Hybrid DCS libraries for Sugar Industry from Supertech through Exchange through a transaction fully executed on the Exchange platform. The financial transaction, license management, and product delivery (download) were carried out through Exchange.

Customer quotes
According to Lim HK, Owner at Interlinx Automation, “Thanks to the Exchange platform, we are able to find and deliver the Hybrid DCS library to meet our client’s demands in a prompt and timely manner.”
Let's talk about EcoStruxure™ for Food & Beverage